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Climate Scare Over: Top Experts Expose Scam at Freedom
Confab
PHOENIX — Call off the doomsday bunkers
and carbon taxes! The “climate” scare is
officially over. The time for hysteria over
alleged man-made global warming and CO2
has passed. The theory is toast — it is totally
and completely debunked. At least it will be,
once a soon-to-be-released “Weapon of Mass
Instruction” exposing the climate fraudsters
and their fraud is dropped on the world.

In early December, various prestigious
scientists and a wide range of experts in
various disciplines converged here, in
Phoenix, Arizona, to forever demolish the
catastrophic anthropogenic global warming
(CAGW) alarmism and the deadly policies
the alarmism underpins. After seeing the
evidence, it will be impossible for the
intellectually honest to go on believing the
CAGW fantasy — or “cult,” as some top
scientists have referred to the alarmist
movement. But of course, it is not the first
time that top scientists have debunked the
climate hysteria. 

The hard-hitting conference was organized by longtime liberty movement leader G. Edward Griffin and
his pro-liberty organization, Freedom Force International. Under the banner of “Global Warming: an
Inconvenient Lie,” Freedom Force’s 3rd Congress ran from December 2 to December 4 at The Buttes
resort in Phoenix, Arizona. Attendees and speakers came from across America, Canada, and Europe to
learn and participate in what organizers described as a “gathering of the world’s top experts on this
subject who completely demolished the myth of anthropogenic (man-caused) global-warming.”

The keynote speaker for the event was Lord Christopher Monckton, the internationally known climate
realist and former science adviser to U.K. Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. He began by going up on
stage and putting a red “Make America Great Again” hat on his head. The crowd cheered. He also
highlighted Brexit, the historic decision by British voters to throw off the chains of the European Union
super-state by exiting the EU completely.

Lord Monckton’s presentation began by outlining a series of “red flags” in the man-made global-
warming theory and the alarmism surrounding it. Using a wide variety of graphs and charts focusing on
everything from temperatures and trends to storms and global sea levels, Monckton showed that the
United Nations was wrong about practically everything. In light of that, and more, he proposed that
Britain and the United States should jointly leave the UN. Monckton, of course, has been a staple at UN
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“climate” summits around the world, showing up to expose the fraud, and even dropping into one of the
UN confabs in South Africa with a parachute from the sky.

Much of Monckton’s presentation revolved around new findings further debunking the climate scare.
Monckton, the author of a number of published papers on the subject, said his new findings would be
published in the not-too-distant future. Using graphs, complicated mathematical formulas, and more,
Monckton showed attendees how, even if certain UN climate premises are accepted as true, the
alarmist narrative collapses upon closer inspection.   

While the science of those particular findings likely went over most people’s heads, Monckton also
spent time showing simpler evidence, too. For example, in its 1995 pre-final draft on climate change,
the UN admitted repeatedly that there was no solid evidence of human impacts on the climate. But in
the final draft, used to justify the alarmism ever since, that fact was removed. With the UN instead
claiming that there was evidence of human impacts on climate. Monckton also joined several other
speakers in totally debunking the discredited and completely fraudulent claim that “97 percent of
climate scientists agree” with the warmist theory.     

Multiple scientists who spoke to the attendees echoed those concerns. The first official speaker at the
event, for example, Princeton Physics Professor William Happer, began his presentation by demolishing
the pseudo-science underpinning climate hysteria. Dr. Happer, a co-author of one of the early books on
global warming, and a former director of energy research at the U.S. Department of Energy, started off
by debunking a key point in the warming scare: The myth, constantly parroted by politicians,
bureaucrats, and gullible people, that CO2 is “pollution.”

“We’ve heard that CO2 is a demon molecule that causes global warming,” he explained, noting that the
earth was getting greener and crop yields were increasing in response to more carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere. “We should tell the truth: CO2 will benefit the Earth.” He also showed that, in the Earth’s
past, CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere were far, far higher than they are today. “It is measured in
thousands of parts per million rather than hundreds, as we have today,” he said, adding that humans
exhale about two pounds of CO2 each day just by breathing.  

Dr. Happer explained that plants were actually “designed” to live in a more CO2-rich environment than
currently exists. In fact, virtually all plants benefit from more CO2, which is why farmers pump it into
their greenhouses. An early experiment on the subject was conducted in Arizona, showing that plants
grow much, much faster and better when CO2 concentrations are doubled, tripled, or even quadrupled.
“The EPA is just completely bonkers,” the professor exclaimed, pointing to the agency’s bizarre and
harmful war on the gas of life.   

Also speaking at the summit was Dr. Tim Ball, a prominent climatologist and retired professor from the
University of Winnipeg in Canada. He began by arguing that the man-made global-warming hysteria
was actually not a hoax, technically speaking, because a hoax typically involves some humor. “This is a
deception on a global scale,” Dr. Ball said, lambasting the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) for what he blasted as fraud. “It is the greatest deception in history, and it affects every
single thing.” Among other evidence, he showed reconstructed temperature records going back
thousands of years showing that the Earth has been far warmer in the past than it is today.

Ball also discussed an ongoing $1.5 million lawsuit against him by “scientist” Michael Mann, creator of
the infamous (and totally discredited) “hockey stick” graph used by climate alarmists in an effort to
terrorize humanity into paying CO2 taxes and submitting to what critics call the warming “religion” or
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“cult.” “Mann is at Penn State; maybe he should be in the state pen,” Ball joked as he described the
widely ridiculed alarmist’s abuse of the Canadian legal system to harass him. In American states, Ball
said, praising the U.S. legal system, the suit would have been immediately dismissed, and he could have
counter-sued. Proceedings are ongoing.

While climate science is his specialty, Dr. Ball spent time showing how the AGW scam was secondary to
the pseudo-environmentalist extremists’ documented goal of reducing the number of humans on the
planet. Among other evidence, Ball showed quotes from Obama’s “Science Czar” John Holdren, a
former man-made global-cooling alarmist who in the 1977 book EcoScience touted forced abortions,
sterilizing the public via the water supply, and creating a “planetary regime” with an armed police force
to control resources and the human population. Ball also shined the light on disgraced
“environmentalist” and UN bigwig Maurice Strong, who died among his ideological brethren in
Communist China hiding from Western law enforcement.  

Also speaking at the conference were a number of activists, researchers, experts, and leaders covering
a wide array of fields and disciplines. Radio host and Montana activist Dan Happel, a former elected
official in his state, showed how the climate alarmism and the UN’s sustainability schemes such as
Agenda 21 were being used to promote tyranny at the national and international level.

Happel also explored the very real link between international communism and so-called “sustainable
development.” Indeed, much of the UN’s agenda surrounds the erosion of private-property rights, which
Happel showed has been ongoing for a long time. He even quoted official UN documents claiming that
private land ownership contributes to “social injustice.” The end goal is total control of life and the
planet, he explained.   

Author Holly Swanson, who exposed some of the hardcore indoctrination of children in public schools,
gave a moving speech showing the incredible yet obvious parallels between “green” ideology and stale
old communism, which resulted in potentially hundreds of millions of deaths over the last century.
Citing research from her book Training for Treason, Swanson provided numerous extremely disturbing
quotes from primary sources highlighting the dangerous indoctrination taking place in schools across
America.

“The environmental movement is about imposing a political agenda on the American people,” said
Swanson, who has attended many “green” summits and conferences. “That agenda is communism.”
Public schools, she said, are the chief conduit for the indoctrination. But as Americans, “we must pass
on the values of freedom to our children,” she said, calling on parents to protect their kids from the
green-red assault. As one example of the lunacy, she pointed to a Portland school board resolution
vowing to ban books that even question the man-made warming scam — a measure that was promptly
followed by an anti-science call from the extremist National Education Association for similar book bans
nationwide. Whether the heretical science books should also be burned, along with the climate heretics,
was not specified.    

Also speaking at the event was researcher Jim Lee, who outlined decades of government-backed
schemes to manipulate the weather and the climate, schemes sometimes described as
“geoengineering.” He offered proof, including official documents, that such operations had been going
on for decades, and called for others to get involved. He also warned that the consequences could be
disastrous.

Patrick Wood, author of Technocracy Rising, gave a speech highlighting the 1930s “Technocracy”
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movement — and how it had been resurrected and repackaged by the globalist establishment, including
Trilateral Commission co-founder and globalist architect Zbigniew Brzezinski. “The globalist goal is to
destroy free enterprise and capitalism, and replace it with a resource-based, energy-driven economic
system called sustainable development or technocracy,” he said, with technocracy defined as rule by
unelected technocrats, engineers, scientists, and other “experts.” Wood also lambasted the global
warming movement as a “pseudo-scientific religion” being used to justify and promote technocracy.

Native American policy expert and activist Elaine Willman, a Cherokee Indian married to a direct
descendant of Sacajawea, explained how the federal government was in a symbiotic relationship with
tribal governments it funds to attack freedom, self-government, state sovereignty, private property, and
more across America. “It isn’t the British who are coming in 2016, it’s the federal government,” she
warned, citing countless federal abuses. Willman, author of Going to Pieces: The Dismantling of the
United States, also noted that the feds, in conjunction with the tribal governments they fund and
control, were helping to “un-build” the West.       

Another expert and activist who highlighted the joint federal-UN assault on the Western states and
especially property owners was Debbie Bacigalupi, a cattle rancher and longtime student of UN
scheming. In a fascinating presentation, Bacigalupi showed how the establishment was waging war on
freedom and property rights, and how technology was increasingly being used as a tool of control.
Focusing in on Agenda 21, the activist and speaker also explained that the UN and the federal
government were an increasingly dangerous threat to the life, liberty, and property of Americans and
people around the world.     

This writer also had an opportunity to expose the establishment media’s ongoing propaganda campaign
— largely unsuccessful so far, according to polls — to dupe Americans and humanity into believing the
alarmist narrative and surrendering their wealth and rights in response to it. Having attended various
UN “climate” and “sustainability” summits around the world over the last decade, it was easy to show
that the increasingly discredited media establishment has been lying and deceiving on a massive scale.
The speech also showed how government schools were being used to manipulate children into believing
the AGW theory and the associated policy prescriptions pushed by internationalists.  

Speaking to attendees via video were scientists Dr. Willy Soon, a prominent astrophysicist, and
chemistry professor Dr. Istvan Marko, both of whom spoke on the scientific problems with the
alarmism. Also appearing by video was Michael Shaw, an environmentalist and founding member of
Freedom Advocates, to expose the ongoing assault on liberty and private property.

“The information marathon was invigorating because it happened in real time, and those who attended
were able to interact with the experts,” organizers said in a statement after the summit. “But the real
kicker was the creation of a video collection of all the presentations into a multi-DVD set that will be the
definitive exposé of the global-warming myth. This Weapon of Mass Instruction will contain such force
that even the most die-hard global-warming believers will have no place to hide their ignorance.” DVDs
can be ordered on the group’s website.

Exclusive interviews with several of the speakers will be posted in the days and weeks ahead.
Separately, the entire conference will be broadcast on the Internet as part of what Freedom Force
International founder and conference organizer Griffin called a “Weapon of Mass Instruction.” To be
kept informed of the date and time, visit the website and sign up for updates. Taken together, the
presentations completely demolished the climate alarmism and the anti-freedom agenda pushed by the
UN, the Obama administration, and other forces. In short, the climate fraud has been exposed. All that
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is left is to make the rest of humanity aware of the facts.

In Paris, Scientists Debunk UN Climate Hysteria

Scientists Converge on Las Vegas Climate Skeptics Conference

Climate Alarmists Have Been Wrong About Virtually Everything
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